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DIALOGUE

Christianity and Romanticism:
A Dialectical Review

Richard E. Brantley

"British Romanticism's historical milieu," declares Robert M.
Ryan in The Romantic Reformation: Religious Politics in English
Literature, 1789-1824, "was at least as intensely religious in charac
ter as it was political" (10). "At least" suggests, consistent with the
pride of place in any adjective-noun phrase, that a more nuanced
subtitle might read "Political Religion in English Literature, 1789
1824:' Ryan's "Old Historicist" alignment of new-line Protestant
faith on the one hand with British Romantic art on the other is so
far from being naive that, in fact, it triangulates religion, politics,
and literature. William Blake, William Wordsworth, Lord Byron,
John Keats, and the Shelleys, according to Ryan's strong reading,
enter the brave newworld ofNonconformist religion, Reform-Move
ment politics, and transformed/transforming imagination. Regard
less ofwhether Ryan is fully aware of it or not, however, his triangle
is isosceles, the short political leg of which, to shift the metaphor
from plane geometry to the realm of Hegelian philosophy, is the
politically subversive/progressive subthesis/subantithesis of the
Christian/Romantic dialectic. All six of Ryan's Romantic Reform
ers depend for their very significance on being understood along
clear lines oftheir Christian socialism or, rearranging the phrase to
political religion, their communitarian Protestantism. They all seek
both the greatest good and the truest God for the greatest number.

The Romantic Reformation reminds us, specifically, that "a com
mitment to orthodoxy is compatible . . . with political insubordina
tion" (46; my emphasis). Ryan's refreshingly unattenuated perspec
tive on British Romantic art as fully Protestant in both tone and
import counteracts, first, the New Historicist, all too hegemonic
assumption ofJerome J. McGann and others that even major Brit
ish Romantic authors are not political enough or not sufficiently
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politically correct. The six major authors under Ryan's consider
ation, to the contrary, are all the more boldly political for being
anything but formulaically proto-Marxist after the manner of tim
idly post-Marxist New Historicism. I cannot help thinking in this
connection ofBaptist-born antislavery reformer and "Late Roman
tic" prophet William Lloyd Garrison who, while anything but Marx
ist, was decidedly subversive/progressive in his idealistic social vi
sion. Ryan's Romantic Reformers, similarly, are all the more funda
mentally religious for out-Marxing Marx-that is, for regarding
social being as not only materialistically but also sacredly dialecti
cal. Ryan's reliably detailed new guide to the strange borderland
country ofChristianity and Romanticism counteracts, moreover, the
widespread, all too standard assumption ofM. H. Abrams and oth
ers that British Romantic authors are major if, and only if, they are
anything but Christian. Blake, Wordsworth, Byron, Keats, and the
Shelleys, according to Ryan's strong premise, are all the more genu
inely Christian for being richly Protestant after the manner of, say,
the politically insubordinate, formidably courageous, and by any
measure highly admirable sect ofone-namely, defier ofHitler and
Lutheran pastor Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Their proto-Hegelian
thought, by which their contradictions merge into a higher truth
that comprehends them, and through which their opposites are
continuously unified, dares frame their fearful symmetry-that is,
bravely attempts a synthesis oftheir solicitous concern for the ma
terial well-being of all with their hope-against-hope for universal
salvation.

Thus, just as Jacobus Arminius, Roger Williams, andJohn Wesley,
if not Martin Luther, John Calvin, and Jonathan Edwards (whose
politics are relatively covert), exploit the creative tension of their
"religious politics:' so too do all six of Ryan's Romantic Reformers
fight the good Protestant fight for social justice in their time and
place. I cannot help thinking here ofthe central optative ofAmos
namely, to "let justice roll down like waters, and righteousness like
a mighty stream" (RSV 5:24). Just as Amos evinces millennial earli
ness as well as apocalyptic belatedness, so do all six of Ryan's Ro
mantic Reformers not only fear the time when, as Wordsworth puts
it, "the light of sense goes out" but also entertain the hope that, as
Percy Shelley has it, "the world's great age begins anew." Carefully,
to be sure, Ryan's Romantic Reformers espouse the pure Christian
ity that they all find specifically inherent in their otherwise diverse
interpretations of the Judeo-Christian ethic. Their ideal of social
progress, therefore, eschews mere iconoclasm on the one hand and
the mere spinning of false prophecy's wheels-within-wheels on the
other; for, at the same time that they all describe progress as indi
vidual, natural, and incremental, they all delineate it as collective,
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spiritual, and sure. Even their subversive tempers strengthen their
faiths. All six of Ryan's fighters ofthe good fight keep the faith, not
so much by brandishing it, nor even so much by transforming it from
within, as, instead, by reforming it along messy, practical lines ofthe
here and now, what Wordsworth in a more than merely skeptical
mood calls "the world / Ofall ofus, the place in which, in the end, /
We find our happiness, or not at all."

Hence my review will focus not so much on what Ryan says about
imagination of the transformed/transforming kind, nor even so
much on what he emphasizes concerning politics of the Reform
Movement kind, as on what his sophisticated new contribution to
studies in Romanticism has to teach us about religion of the Non
conformist kind. I will also draw out his implications concerning
skepticism of the constructive kind. Blake, Wordsworth, Byron,
Keats, and the Shelleys, according to Ryan's exciting new study, do
not so much reach irritably after political order alone as subordi
nate the dialectical materialism oftheir political process to the rela
tively open-ended method of their Protestant/aesthetic dialectic.
Ryan's thesis that the Christian/Romantic dialectic ofEngland pays
offin politics remains both important and surprising, but the most
impressive achievement of The Romantic Reformation, to my mind,
rests on its analysis of British Romanticfaith.

I

"A man is the most perfect Protestant;' declares Edmund Burke,
"who protests against the whole Christian religion:' Burke's "ironic
remark," as Ryan calls it, means that the logical extension of Prot
estantism is atheism, for Protestantism, after all, entails doubt. Ul
timately, however, Ryan interprets Burke's witticism as the straight
forward observation that any Protestant faith worth its salt rejects
"a corrupt and spurious Christianity" and even that "an extreme
form ofProtestantism" constitutes "radical Christianity" (46). Thus
what looks like atheism to some-namely, the thoroughgoing skep
ticism ofthe Romantic movement-appears to Ryan as simply (or
not so simply) part ofthe Romantic Reformation's doubt/faith Prot
estant heritage. Hence in Ryan's terms British Romantic art is not
only all the more subversively/progressively political but also no less
basically Christian for being at once a protest movement and a genu
ine outgrowth of the Protestant Reformation itself.

British Romantic cruxes, thanks to Ryan's perspective, become
clear. In A Vision ofthe LastJudgment Blake proclaims that "He who
is out ofthe Church & opposes it is no less an Agent ofReligion than
he who is in it. [T]o be an Error & to be Cast out is a part of Gods
design" (qtd, in Ryan 79). Thus Blake protests against institutional
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Christianity. Wordsworth, deeply engaged in the religious/political
dialectic of the early 1790s, concludes like a good "Dissenting Re
publican" (Chard) that subversive/progressive causes arise from,
and are indissolubly linked to, the first principles offaith. Hence the
Solitary in The Excursion "from the pulpit zealously maintained /
The cause of Christ and civil liberty, / As one; and moving to one
glorious end" (qtd, in Ryan 29).

Byron, in Ryan's view, writes reverently as well as sardonically.
Don Juan, specifically engaging the doubt/faith dialectic, explores,
perhaps most rigorously of all of Byron's works, "Those holier mys
teries, which the wise and just / Receive as gospel, and which grow
more rooted, / As all truths must, the more they are disputed" [qtd,
in Ryan 151). Percy Shelley, protesting against Christianity with the
express purpose ofpurifying it, retains such a persistent spirit of the
Protestant Reformation that even The Triumph ofLife, notwith
standing its reputation for nihilism (I have in mind here Jacques
Derrida's deconstruction ofthis Romantic set piece), tends despite
(or perhaps in part because of) its skepticism to free the faith from
taint. All the more Protestant for being skeptical, this poem laments
the unfortunate historical fact that with their all too sullied faith
Jesus' followers too often

... rose like shadows between Man and god
Till that eclipse, still hanging under Heaven,
Was worshipped by the world 0'er which they strode
For the true Sun it quenched. (qtd. in Ryan 222)

Such history, from the standpoint of Shelley's subversive/progres
sive Protestantism, entails neither too much predestination on the
one hand nor too much irremediableness on the other; for such his
tory is nothing ifnot eminently formable and reformable, and espe
ciallysuch a highly skeptical man ofletters as Shelley cultivates what
Alfred, Lord Tennyson termed the "honest doubt" (my emphasis)
that includesfaith.

David McCracken's review of The Romantic Reformation con
cludes that Ryan's "tracing ofShelley's evolving ideas about religion,
from disgust at Christianity to admiration ofJesus' unrealizable
ideals, makes him a credible protagonist in a Romantic spiritual
reformation" (115). I would change "credible" to "central:' Despite
his youthful reputation for atheism, which he did affect at Oxford,
Shelley makes Ryan's case for "religious politics in English literature,
1789-1824:' "We owe the great writers of the golden age of our lit
erature:' declares Shelley in his preface to Prometheus Unbound, "to
the fervid awakening of the public mind which shook to dust the
oldest and most oppressive form ofthe Christian religion" (qtd, in
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Ryan 13). Although Ryan does not address the rather blatant anti
Catholicism ofthis passage, it nevertheless poses the chiefquestion
asked throughout The Romantic Reformation. If Protestant faith
and English literature come together, can subversive/progressive
politics be far behind?

Shelley's "No!" in thunder-the Protestant Reformationist spirit
of his "religious politics"-is explicit in A Philosophical Review of
Reform, in which he frames his conviction that during the English
Reformation

... the exposition of a certain portion of religious imposture drew
with it an inquiry into political imposture and was attended with
an extraordinary exertion of the energies of intellectual power.
Shakespeare and Lord Bacon and the great writers of the age of
Elizabeth andJames the lst were at once the effects ofthe new spirit
in men's minds and the causes of its more complete development.
[qtd. in Ryan 41)

What Shelley believes about the English Renaissance he envisions
concerning his own age. The subversive/progressive politics ofBrit
ish Protestant culture advances toward synthesis in British Protes
tant literature, with especially momentous consequences for, and es
pecially millennarian contributions from, the Romantic Reforma
tion now plain for all to see.

As Ryan first delineates it, then, the Romantic Reformation con
stitutes both a blessed rage for sacred truths and a mental fight for
the New Jerusalem. "While Wordsworth and Blake were able to
reach an accommodation with orthodoxy:' declares Ryan, "[Percy]
Shelley and Keats decisively repudiated the Christianity oftheir time
as incorrigibly dishonest and pernicious. But they all adopted as
their goal the spiritual and moral rehabilitation oftheir society, a
renovation that presupposed an alteration in the national religious
consciousness" (4; my emphasis). Samuel Taylor Coleridge, to be
sure, seldom appears in Ryan's pages, implicitly because he recoils
from the plagiarisms ofthis major British Romantic author (196
201) and explicitly because a proper argument concerning this im
portant theologian and political thinker as well as poet "would re
quire at least another volume the size ofthis one" (10). Byron and
Mary Shelley, for their parts in Ryan's "comprehensive survey of the
major [British Romantic] authors as participants in a common re
ligious enterprise:' are all the more Protestant for having hovered
between orthodoxy and repudiation (4, 236).

To paraphrase Ryan's interpretation of Burke's bon mot, finally,
an author is the most perfect British Romantic writer whose genius
thrives not only on dissenting politics but also on Dissent itself.
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Blake, Wordsworth, Byron, Keats, and the Shelleys are in Ryan's
terms all the more thoroughly Christian because their triangulation
of Nonconformist religion, Reform-Movement politics, and trans
formed/transforming imagination out-Protests Protestantism. The
subversive/progressive politics ofBlake and ofWordsworth, in par
ticular, constitutes the most formative feature of the Romantic Re
formation. The deliberately Protestant disavowals of these master
figures, for example, not only derive from but also contribute to and
enhance the especially radical Christianity of early 1790s Noncon
formity. Ryan's historical, interdisciplinary method, above all, gives
new meaning to Blake and Wordsworth as the twin pioneers ofBrit
ish Romanticism, for their Romanticism not only reflects the Prot
estant Reformation but also extends it. Thus, if the doubt/faith dia
lectic ofthe Protestant tradition does not exactly compose the Brit
ish Romantic mind, then neither does it close it off. If this dialectic
energizes the British Romantic imagination, it charges it too. Hence
the more than merely iconoclastic Reformation of which Ryan
writes does not so much "ruin the sacred truths;' in Harold Bloom's
phrase, as tie them back together again after the manner of a truly
Protestant re-ligio, a sufficiently self-doubting yet highly individu
alistic reforming zeal.

II

Ryan is at his best, perhaps, in his delineation of British Roman
tic Calvinism. Blake "comes very close to Calvinism;' for example,
in Milton's prophecy that "the Elect shall say to the Redeemed. We
behold it is of Divine Mercy alone! of Free Gift and Election that we
live. Our Virtues and Cruel Goodnesses have deserv'd Eternal Death"
[qtd, in Ryan 50). Blake, morever, anticipates the neo-Calvinism of
Karl Barth, who preaches that mistaken "man uses his religious
activities as a means ofjustifying and sanctifying himself instead of
letting God do it by grace" (74). The Calvinist "Religion of Genera
tion" in Blake's Jerusalem, finally, emphasizes sin, atonement, and
"moral conformity" (75).

Concerning the Calvinism of Wordsworth's The Excursion, Ryan
points out that "in a quite orthodox, even Calvinistic prayer;' the
Pastor invokes the Eternal Spirit as a "Power inaccessible to human
thought, / Save by degrees and steps which thou hast deigned / To
furnish ... to the infirmity of mortal sense" (qtd. in Ryan 106). The
Solitary, fully subscribing to the doctrine oforiginal sin, seeks, with
out much hope of finding, what Ryan calls "the gratuitous mercy of
Calvin's unappeasable God" (108).

The second-generation Romantics are equally Calvinist in Ryan's
view. Just as "Calvin accentuated the Bible's insistence on the aw-
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ful omnipotence ofan all-seeing God," so too does Byron surrender
to something mysterious, terrible, and wholly other-namely, to
what Ryan calls "the mysterium tremendum et augustum that Rudolf
Otto has associated with the idea ofthe holy" (125). "In what could
be considered another manifestation of his Calvinist tendencies,"
Byron in The Vision ofJudgment permits George III to be "saved by
the inscrutable mercy" ofa God ofjustice "whose ways are past find
ing out" (146). Without approving of either the content of Calvin
ism or its forms, Mary Shelley's Frankenstein discloses her know
ledge of its power. Just as the "Genevan ghost, John Calvin:' haunts
Victor Frankenstein's "role of punishing divinity," so too does
Victor's particularly Calvinistic treatment ofthe Monster as "totally
depraved" appear more than sufficiently cruel to turn this Monster
victim into a quite sympathetic character (185). Thus, as Ryan's in
genious interpretation of this quintessentially British Romantic
novel makes clear, the language ofsecond-generation Romanticism
is all the more persistently Calvinist just where it attacks Calvinism.
"Even to write against something:' as Denis Donoghue observes in
another context, "is to take one's bearings from it" (17).

From the standpoint of their Calvinism, then, the six major Ro
mantics explore justification by grace, not by works; the doctrine of
the elect; a doctrine ofatonement based on the payment ofdebt, not
on the giving oflove; the transcendent sovereignty ofGod; the innate
depravity of man; a God of wrath and of judgment; a God of deep,
holy mystery; and a God whose mercy is unsearchable at best, and
unforthcoming at worst. "The most widely read essayist ofthe time:'
after all, "was not Hazlitt, Hunt, or Lamb, butJohn Foster, a Calvin
ist Baptist whose collected essays, published in 1804, ran to eighteen
editions in his lifetime" (225). Calvinist poet laureate William
Cowper, significantly, was a near-contemporary of the six major
authors under Ryan's consideration (108, 225).

If anything, Ryan accords Romantic Arminianism even more
space than Romantic Calvinism. His decision to do so, incidentally,
is consistent with my own findings in Coordinates ofAnglo-Ameri
can Romanticism: Wesley, Edwards, Carlyle, and Emerson and
Anglo-AmericanAntiphony: The Late Romanticism ofTennyson and
Emerson that the High and Late Romantic theology of Anglo
America entails Arminian import as well as Calvinist tone. Ryan's
six Romantics, at any rate, forcefully entertain criteria ofpoetic faith
not only all the more optimistic for being unattenuated but also no
less unattenuated for being quite un-Calvinistic. In Ryan's view they
are all not just Calvinist in mood but Arminian in tendency; their
faith is primarily experiential.

Although Ryan does not use the term ''Arminian,'' he should. He
describes Blake's doctrine ofatonement as an emphasis on love and
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on John 3:16, rather than on the mere satisfaction of debt (49-50).
He discusses "the spirit offorgiveness and the imaginative freedom
that Blake understood as essential elements of true Christianity"
(76). He analyzes the social gospel in Jerusalem and in The Excur
sion (72-73,113). He demonstrates that Keats increasingly reflected
Benjamin Robert Haydon's "Evangelical" polemic against the ne
glect ofthe poor in Leigh Hunt's "Greek religion" (162-63). He traces
Percy Shelley's threefold theme ofcharity, mercy, and forgiveness in
both Prometheus Unbound and Hellas (211-12). He recognizes that
A Philosophical View ofReform favors Christian missions as the so
cial, collective equivalent to individual, moral responsibility (206).
And he acknowledges that A Defense ofPoetry gives the lion's share
ofcredit to Christianity for both "the abolition ofpersonal and do
mestic slavery" and "the emancipation ofwomen from a great part
of the degrading restraints ofantiquity" [qtd. in Ryan 211).

Hence Ryan's Reformers explore, above all, an Arminian doctrine
of free will that constitutes nothing less than "soul-competency:' 1
have in mind here Bloom's portrait ofthe more Arminian than Cal
vinist Baptist master figure and American "Late Romantic" E. Y.
Mullins. These six, after the manner of Arminian Protestantism,
and again as Ryan frequently points out, issue their serious calls for
the widespread emulation ofdivine mercy, cultivate their hopes that
practical charity is not so much the avenue to salvation as simply
what one does with one's free will, and give their assurances ofpo
litical progress through the social gospel.

1 take Ryan's point, implicit though it remains, that the Calvinist/
Arminian controversy forms a large part of the religious/political
oscillation of British Romanticism. Arminian Baptist preacher
Robert Hall, for example, not only repudiated "Burke's efforts to
sanctify the counter-revolution" but also showed "in his 1791 tract
Christianity Consistent with a Love ofFreedom that religious zeal
could be recruited equally well on the radical side" (30). Like Hall,
incidentally, the British Romantic Reformers inherited their
Arminian legacy primarily from Arminius-inspired John Wesley, a
Protestant master figure much more immediate than, and at least
as influential as, the "Genevan ghost, John Calvin:' The six major
authors discussed by Ryan take a progressive, yet stable, via media
between the Calvinist possibility of tyrannical repression and the
Arminian possibility oftoo much freedom. This via media accounts,
perhaps, for the relatively nonviolent, salutary tone of "religious
politics in English literature, 1789-1824." The least creative tension
ofthe Protestant tradition, after all, is its violence, which is insuffi
ciently self-doubting to be either Protestant or, for that matter,
Christian at all. "I beseech you in the bowels ofChrist;' expostulates
exasperated alpha-Protestant Oliver Cromwell to his bloody, mor-
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alistic followers, "think it possible you may be mistaken" [qtd, in
Brantley, Anglo-American Antiphony 183). The Calvinist/Arminian
dialectic of the British Romantic imagination necessitates neither
stasis nor cataclysm so much as it leads to hope-against-hope for a
thousand years ofpeace. The tension ofBritish Romantic "religious
politics" is all the more creative, accordingly, for being millennial,
not apocalyptic; the Romantic Reformation resists cheerlessness,
however brilliant, by means of its emphasis on the here and now.

Ryan's Reformers suggest for a rare time in human history that
faith can be experiential, for they specifically exploit the creative
tension between Calvinist salvation by faith and Arminian salvation
byworks. "Won't you make a decision for Christ?" asks the upstart
Arminian. "I think He's very well capable of making that decision
for Himself, thank you;' answers the old-line Calvinist. This hypo
thetical exchange, suggested to me by Ralph C. Wood, epitomizes the
high stakes not only ofthe Calvinist/Arminian controversy but also
of British Romanticism-namely, complete dependence on grace
(or on what Wordsworth calls "wise passiveness") versus full respon
sibility for "Soul-making" (to use Keats's term). What Ryan calls the
"common religious enterprise" of the major British Romantic au
thors remains both Calvinist enough to restrict the human condi
tion and Arminian enough to celebrate spiritual experience. Al
though Ryan does not refer to "My heart leaps up when 1behold / A
rainbow in the sky," this article of Romantic faith means in its
Arminian sense that the spiritual as well as natural well-being of
Wordsworth's persona depends on what happens to him as the re
sult ofhis own choice: "... when I behold / A rainbow in the sky:' On
its Calvinist sublevel, moreover, the article suggests that the spiri
tual as well as natural well-being of this persona depends also on
what happens to him not so much as the result ofhis own action or
ofmere circumstance (as though the Romantic universe were some
how a random occurrence) as of the unmerited grace that lightens
upon him from both nature and the Bible: "... when 1 behold / A
rainbow in the sky" (cf. Gen. 9:12-17). Those many moments when
the heart ofeven a Romantic writer does not leap up are still as spiri
tually complex and intriguing as, and certainly more Calvinistically
inscrutable than, those few moments, relatively speaking, when the
heart of especially a Romantic writer does leap up. Unsearchable
mystery, indeed, precisely obtains not only in the richly experiential
Arminian dimension ofBritish Romantic art-that is, in its robustly
confident spiritual import-but also in its strangely anti-experien
tial Calvinist component-that is, in its passively or scantly experi
ential, nay, its sometimes non-experiential, spiritual tone.

Thus, just as the Calvinist/Arminian controversy seeks to balance
predestinarian sensibility with theological openness, just as this
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dialectic seeks to reconcile reverence with soul-competence and
tends to eschew the univocal either/or thinking of Calvinistic and
Arminian totalizing alike, so too does it flatter the theory oflitera
ture as paradox, forming and informing both/and logic with rich
ambiguity. The six major Romantics considered by Ryan trium
phantly exploit the creative tension that they all discover between
transcendent Power and aspirant yearning, or between humbling
sublimity and heady imagination. Hence, if anything tragic should
inhere in dour Calvinism (I have in mind the tragic overtones of the
Book of Ecclesiastes, a Calvinist proof-text) and if anything comic
should inhere in sunny Arminianism (I have in mind Dante's sense
of "divine comedy"), then the Calvinist/Arminian dialectic of Brit
ish Romantic art, especially ifone assumes its slight Arminian edge,
entails tragicomedy. Calvinists, of course, could be progressive;
Arminians could be morally conforming. Calvinists were both in
terested in social justice and aware ofGod's love; Arminians were not
only respectful ofjustice but also hungry for grace. Nevertheless, in
just such areas ofoverlap, in just such exceptions that prove the rule,
the Calvinist/Arminian dialectic of the six major Romantics finds
much of its drive toward synthesis.

Ryan especially well indicates that the Calvinist element of this
dialectic remains more than sufficiently strong to enliven, drama
tize, enhance, and complicate the Anglo-American world-picture
well into the nineteenth century. I cannot help thinking in this re
gard of the distinction between the covertly political Calvinist Bap
tist Billy Graham, on the one hand, and the overtly political
Arminian BaptistJesseJackson, on the other. IfI may follow Ryan's
lead and analogize further the relation between Baptist Christian
ity and Romanticism, just as today's Southern Baptists include
"moderates" as well as "fundamentalists" among their more than
sixteen million members, so too are Ryan's Romantic Baptists (Fos
ter and Hall) characterized by the Calvinist/Arminian controversy
of all Evangelical faiths during the late eighteenth and early nine
teenth centuries. (Thus the Baptist/Romantic dialectic accounts in
part for the Romantic Reformation's Calvinist/Arminian contro
versy.] In the Anglo-American long run, of course, Arminianism
won out. I have in mind here not only the death-throes of old-line
Calvinism in Oliver Wendell Holmes's "The Deacon's Masterpiece; or,
the Wonderful 'One-Hess Shay" (1858) but also the drum-beating
for new-line Arminianism in Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's
Cabin; or, Life among the Lowly (1852). Nevertheless, the slight
Arminian bias of Ryan's six authors does not close off British Ro
mantic art, and with Edwards' Calvinism as a continuing presence
ofEvangelical faith even in the nineteenth century, Ryan's awareness
of a Calvinist/Romantic dialectic takes on whole new binational
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meaning. Thanks in large part to Ryan's skillful evocation of
Romanticism's Calvinist subrubric, I am persuaded that the astrin
gent streak ofLate Romantic poet Emily Dickinson (1830-86) is due,
above all, to her tough-minded Calvinist birthright, as distinct, say,
from the sweetness and joy of her tender-minded Arminian evolu
tion. Hence, not least because The Romantic Reformation neither
neglects the Calvinist tone of English-language Romanticism nor
overemphasizes the Arminian import thereof, I hail Ryan's advance
toward the unified field theory of Romanticism.

III

The Romantic Reformation picks some especially juicy bones with
the twin obsessions of postmodern critical theory: first, that of
evaluating literature according to its latencies ofmoney, power, and
the id; and, second, that of overselling aporia, the site at which any
text undermines itself. Three ofRyan's antideconstructionist points
make for especially good reading. The first involves Tilottama
Rajan's criticizing "the absence in the first-generation Romantics of
'that radical irony which makes it impossible to turn back to illu
sion:" Ryan retorts, "But a truly radical irony would have to allow
for the possible truth ofapparent 'illusion'-and the possibility that
irony itself might not be the most appropriate response to the con
dition ofthe world. This I think was Byron's position:' In a second
and related point Ryan persuades us that Anne K. Mellor's "account
of the ideological basis of artistic irony" is not "especially relevant
to Byron" (128). And third, in the spirit of Ryan's refusal to traffick
in semantic hare-chasing, surely the most relentlessly impersonal tic
of deconstruction, he straightforwardly announces, "I do not con
cur with [Jerrold E.] Hogle's central thesis-that Shelley's apparent
theism is only a metaphor for an unceasing process of linguistic
transference" (264). The knowing tone of New Historicism raises
Ryan's particular ire. Concerning McGann's sweeping comment that
Shelley "overturns and denies the whole ofBellas" in its last six lines,
for example, Ryan icily observes, ''A less self-assured reader might
have hesitated before attributing such an inconsistency to such an
artist" (216).

Although Ryan credits New Historicist Romanticists with re
straining the tendency of Romanticists in general to court the dan
ger ofall inquiry-namely, that ofworking too much from within the
phenomenon that one is supposedly analyzing as spectator ab extra,
he will have none of this fashionable methodology's cookie-cutter
formulations. "In recent years," he sighs, "the Romantic poets have
been reproached for withdrawing from engagement with political
and economic realities" and for "taking refuge in poetry that de-
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liberately distanced itself from the social crises of the time" (1).
Whereas the New Historicists beat up on the Romantics with their
club of politics, Ryan keeps the Romantics' politics but eliminates
the beating. His Romantics merely take their lumps from him. His
heuristic triangle of religion, politics, and literature so ruthlessly
exposes the pseudoscientific predictabilities of New Historicist
methodology that The Romantic Reformation brings at least some
hope to our recent critical experience. Only Thomas McFarland, to
my knowledge, has similarly shown how far this narrow historicism
still has to go before its heavy-handed yet strangely timid form of
Marxism yields, at last, to the finesse of methodological maturity.
Ryan's finesse is so little apt to allow anyone of his anaytical terms
to undercut either one ofthe other two that all three of them remain
in playas parts of his elegant whole.

Ryan's tone, collegial enough, is rarely neutral. The very victims
of his corrective gaze, I expect, will take pleasure in his skillful
skewerings. To Leopold Damrosch's predictable twofold conclusion
that "Blake's religion was never that of the orthodox" and that "to
the end ofhis life [Blake] continued to assert the humanity ofJesus
as the only God," for example, Ryan pointedly objects: "Damrosch
intended the second clause ... to support the first, but the fact is that
it was possible in Blake's time to assert the humanity ofJesus as the
only God and still be well inside the vaguely drawn boundaries of
Protestant orthodoxy" (48). Moreover, consistent with Ryan's dem
onstration that "it was not necessary for Wordsworth to leave his
'pantheism' at the door when he resumed his pew in the Church;'
Ryan not only disposes ofColeridge's objection to Wordsworth's "Ja
nus-head of Spinoza and Dr. Watts" but also gainsays the still too
prevalentview ofWordsworth's descendantJonathan Wordsworth
namely, that "in [Wordsworth's] hands the One Life lost any connec
tion with formal Christianity" (94-95). "The poet;' Ryan concludes,
"does not in fact seem to have acknowledged any need to dissociate
the two" (94). One ofRyan's most characteristic refrains-"Genera
tions ofcritics have followed one another in assuming that... :' (see,
for example, 126)-is also one ofhis most telling motifs. His exam
ined assumptions, anything but lemming-like, lead him to fresh
woods and pastures new.

Although Ryan could have engaged the maturer arguments ofmy
more recent studies, he fairly faults my 1975 book Wordsworths
"Natural Methodism" for finding "little else" than "Evangelicalism
in Wordsworth's religious background" (237). He modestly includes
himself among the axe-grinders by acknowledging that his Keats:
The Religious Sense argues for the "lifelong theism" of a poet in
whose works Ronald A. Sharp's Keats, Skepticism, and the Religion
ofBeauty, equally plausibly, finds only lifelong skeptical humanism
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(10,237). Ryan, by "examining the public articulation rather than
speculating on the private content of the poets' creeds;' hopes to
avoid "falling too often into special pleading" (10-11). His hope is
fulfilled. "I am aware;' he declares, "that discussion of religion in
literature creates rich opportunity for grinding personal axes; crit
ics are never more likely to pursue their own hidden, even uncon
scious agendas than when reading religion into their favorite poets"
(10). A statement ofthe relationship between his argument, on the
one hand, and his religious background, on the other, might have
clarified his assumptions and even have strengthened his case in
these confessional times.

Although Ryan forthrightly credits my Locke, Wesley, and the
Method ofEnglish Romanticism with counterweighting Abrams's
rather Whiggish regard for modern secularism as the British Ro
mantics' only "standard ofmetaphysical authenticity" (31, 236-37),
he might have highlighted Methodism as a prime inspiration ofthe
Reformationist 1790s in which he is primarily interested. He never
says exactly how his work complements the huge, already well estab
lished scholarly conversation concerning "the Evangelical Revival"
that he does recognize as a prominent feature ofthe British Roman
tic landscape. While focusing on "the campaign for religious liberty
being waged throughout the country by Protestant Dissenters;' he
neglects "the remarkable nationwide rebirth ofChristian faith and
piety that became known as the Evangelical Revival" (18).

Ryan wisely perceives that the Evangelical Anglican reformer
William Wilberforce and the anticlerical Deistic protester Thomas
Paine, despite their many differences, "resembled each other in their
understanding ofthe need for a purification ofthe national religion
of England and in the belief that their own time was ripe with op
portunity for such a reformation." Ryan, however, could elaborate
on his recognition that Wilberforce and Paine were "worlds apart
in their vision ofwhat a future society should look like" (17). He is
unaccountably more interested in the figuratively Protestant
Reformationist Paine than in the literally Protestant-Reformationist
Wilberforce, thereby sidestepping the Ding an Sich of his momen
tous subject matter. Although he duly recognizes the political im
portance ofWilberforce's religious views, he never sufficiently pon
ders the fact that Methodism is itself fraught with political signifi
cance, as Henry Abelove has demonstrated in The Evangelist ofDe
sire: John Wesley and the Methodists.

"Critics;' declares Ryan, "have always acknowledged and usually
honored the Romantics' tendencies toward skepticism." Ryan prom
ises something different: "I will argue here that what made them
important figures in our intellectual history was not their skepti
cism but their belief" (7). Ryan's logic could be both/and. British
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culture of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries encourages a
rich, strange coexistence between philosophical skepticism and
religious orthodoxy. Thus, just as Wesley's skeptical legacy from
John Locke assumes that there is something to know, including re
ligious as well as political truth, so too does the philosophical as well
as religious skepticism of the six major authors under Ryan's con
sideration enter into a mutually enhancing interchange with their
poetic faith. Yet Ryan does not explicitly say so. Hence, just as Ryan's
review ofmy Locke, Wesley, and the Method ofEnglish Romanticism
taught me to regard historical materials not as glosses and influ
ences but as dramatic elements of a Kulturkampf, and just as The
Romantic Reformation now teaches me that the Christian/Roman
tic dialectic entails subversive/progressive politics, so too do I call
to Ryan's attention the fact that the religious/literary dialectic in
which he and I are both interested entails, as well, the experiential
common denominator between empirical epistemology on the one
hand and evangelical "methodism" on the other. The Christian/
Romantic dialectic ofEngland, in other words, forms part ofa larger,
still more interdisciplinary dialectic-namely, Romantic Britain's
(and, for that matter, Romantic Anglo-America's) creative tension
between empirical philosophy and evangelical faith. The construc
tive skepticism ofthe Romantic Reformation is flexible because not
only Wesley but also Locke contributed to it.

Notwithstanding my mild demurrals, I hasten to emphasize how
much I welcome Ryan as a full-fledged, if not quite charter, mem
ber ofa now-burnished band ofbrothers. "Few scholars;' as he gra
ciously acknowledges, "have attempted a comprehensive survey of
the major [British Romantic] authors as participants in a common
religious enterprise" (236). He instructs these happy few-John
Middleton Murry, Hoxie Neale Fairchild, James Benziger, John
Clubbe, Ernest Lovell, and me-how we all might have broadened
the shared religious/literary focus of our surveys still further: "In
sofar as modern critics have taken the poets seriously as religious
thinkers, they have most commonly been treated as creative meta
physicians articulating private intuitions of a noumenal order
rather than as active participants in the public life of their times"
(8). This remonstrance is fair enough. Although I still do not wish
to lose sight ofthe poets' "private intuitions" of the noumenon per
se, I am quite happy, nevertheless, to balance my all too narrow fo
cus on religion and literature alone not only with philosophy of the
empirical kind but also with my new Ryan-derived appreciation for
the phenomenal "public life" of the poets. Unlike much ofmy work,
and perhaps even unlike some of what the happy few have argued,
Ryan's exciting new guide to the strange borderland country of
Christianity and Romanticism rarely courts the danger ofunderes-
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timating either the complexity or the scope ofthe Christian/Roman
tic dialectic of England, in which he is especially deeply interested
and about which he is especially widely informed. "Participants" in
the "common religious enterprise" of the British Romantic Refor
mation turn out, after all, to be just as Ryan says they are-namely,
"active" and even subversive/progressive "participants" in the "re
ligious politics" of "English literature, 1789-1824:'

IV

In sum, The Romantic Reformation throws much new light on the
British Romantic drive toward synthesis. Subversive/progressive
politics indeed constitutes an important and influential element
common to the Christian thesis and the Romantic antithesis of"En
glish literature, 1789-1824:' Although religion trumps politics in
Ryan's scheme ofthings, although his dialectic highlights Christian
ity and Romanticism, Blake, Wordsworth, Byron, Keats, and the
Shelleys emerge from Ryan's exciting new guide as deliberate expo
nents of a politically as well as religiously meliorist, emphatically
Reformationist, imagination. Whereas Romanticists in general
have tended to assume that British Romantic authors are more po
litical than religious, too political to be religious, not political
enough, or not religious at all, Ryan discerns that at least six major
authors emerge from their time and place as subversive/progressive
for Protestant reasons and vice versa. Ryan's sometimes ironic but
usually optimistic concept of the Romantic Reformation serves as
nothing less than the prolegomenon to all future studies in Roman
ticism. His concept also serves, paradoxically enough, as an already
classic marker in our not so quixotic and, in any case, ongoing quest
for the unified field theory ofRomanticism.

All six ofRyan's Reformers, ofcourse, were at one time or another
nominally or fully Anglican. Ryan might say something more, there
fore, concerning the "state religion" Anglicanism and its continued
influence as the majority faith throughout the nineteenth century.
I cannot help thinking, in this connection, ofStephen Prickett's trac
ing of a direct line of descent from the Anglican imagination of
Wordsworth on the one hand and that of Coleridge on the other to
the Victorian renewal of faith and experience. (Ryan, incidentally,
might have included Prickett and, for that matter, Bernard M. G.
Reardon as members of the band of brothers.) Yet Anglicanism
judged Dissent to be guilty of excess. It does not immediately ap
pear just where the un-Dissentingly Protestant influence comes into
the Romantic Reformation. Perhaps Ryan would agree that
Anglicanism, like Dissent, generates faith from the skeptical suspen
sion of alternatives. This "state religion" was itself so caught up in
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the larger Evangelical Revival, moreover, that it exerted transform
ing, almost Dissentingly Protestant, influence on the six Romantics
whose work Ryan discusses. Wesley and his Calvinist-Evangelical
lieutenant George Whitefield, significantly, were not only fathers of
Dissent but also lifelong Anglicans.

The most striking implication ofthe Romantic Reformation, per
haps, is that "real toads" live in British Romantic '~ardens:' Strange
as it might sound to say in these hermeneutically suspicious times,
when latency gives rise to the first principles of criticism, even the
most tough-minded among the major Romantics emerge from their
time and place as Reformers for patently Christian reasons. Byron
and Mary Shelley, after all, oscillate from orthodoxy to repudiation.
Ifthey do not exactly keep the faith, then neither do they entirely lose
their faiths. In their willingness to risk their faiths, they receive faith
once again. Wesley models such oscillation: "I am as fully assured
to-day, as I am of the shining of the sun, that the scriptures are of
God. I cannot possibly deny or doubt of it now; yet I maydoubt ofit
to-morrow; as I have done heretofore a thousand times, and that
after thefullest assurancepreceding" [qtd, in Brantley, Locke, Wesley
53; my emphasis). Yet Wesley's hermeneutical circle ends where it
begins-in experiential Faith. And so too does the circle of Ryan's
Reformers.

How richly does The Romantic Reformation deserve the Confer
ence on Christianity and Literature's 1997 Book of the Year Award!
Ryan's thesis is both sturdy and flexible enough to explain British
Romantic works without simply explaining them away. At some
point, ofcourse, the Romantic Reformation includes too much, but
I concur with Ryan that the point where "religious politics" ceases
to explain "English literature, 1789-1824" is quite difficult to reach.
Although Ryan's modulation of the religious/literary dialectic into
the triangle ofreligion, politics, and literature might seem too prob
lematic, his dialectic is lively and his triangle clear. What C. E. Pulos
accomplished for Shelley and skepticism, The Romantic Reforma
tion achieves for the Christian/Romantic dialectic of England
namely, confirmation of an irresistible rubric for our sessions of
sweet silent thought about literary history. Thus, just as we can no
longer consider Shelley apart from David Hume, so too are we no
longer able to survey British Romanticism, Shelley's works included,
apart from the Protestant Reformation dating all the way back to
Luther. The world of Romantic scholarship, make no mistake, will
not long thrive without taking into account Ryan's attention to this
important yet still neglected topic; the subrubric ofCatholicism and
British Romanticism or ofJudaism and British Romanticism, for
example, now beckons to some budding or not so budding Roman
ticist or two. To say the least, The Romantic Reformation provides
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us with an especially satisfying store of insights. To say the most,
perhaps, it teaches us that, since all six Reformers do not suspect
false consciousness after the manner of Marx, Nietzsche, or Freud
so much as they expect truth, grace, and joy after the manner of
Calvin, Arminius, and Wesley, they all emerge from their time and
place as especially peerless questers on their timebound, yet time
less, spiritual course between the Scylla ofparalyzed skepticism and
the Charybdis of revolutionary violence. (Hence I wonder how else
Ryan will deliver us from our academic routines.)

University ofFlorida
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